The revolutionary impact of Li-ion batteries on the overall world economic and technical development has been recognized with the 2019 Nobel Prize for its inventors. Li-ion batteries are rapidly becoming the main component in energy storage and power delivery systems for electrical grid and fossil-fuel free electric vehicles (EV). The production rate of Li-ion cells is accelerating, as is their use in small consumer electronics devices (smart phones, tablets and computers), electrified transportation (EV) and large energy storage systems (power grid). A constant growth in global Li-ion battery production is anticipated over the next decade, with projections varying from four-fold to ten-fold increases (Fig. 1).1

Advances in materials properties to increase specific energy and power delivery capabilities of this technology promise to further expand its uses.2,3 In parallel, it has been recognized that continued work is required to improve Li-ion battery safety during their entire life-cycle—from manufacturing through operation to resource recycling.4,5,6 Two underlying phenomena contributing to Li-ion battery instability, which may decrease their thermal safety, are thermal runaway (TR) in an individual cell and cell-to-cell thermal propagation. TR occurs in a single cell, and if not localized it can result in TR propagation in a multi-cell battery.7 TR propagation can lead to deflagration, rupture and venting with severe consequences to equipment and users.8 Battery thermal management is one important aspect in improving the overall safety of the technology.9-19 The principal goal of thermal management is to predict, prevent and, if required, mitigate the two main thermal energy effects in Li-ion batteries - TR and cell-to-cell TR propagation.

Thermal safety can be improved through clearer understanding of the physicochemical properties of the Li-ion system, and the conditions necessary to maintain system stability. These inherent instabilities can be traced to the complex components that constitute each Li-ion cell in a battery. Extensive efforts have been dedicated to obtain a better interpretation of thermal safety using a variety of mathematical and computational models. These include elaborate deterministic models for the individual reactions that take place inside the cells before venting and TR,20 computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of cell-design and packing architectures in multi-cell solutions,21 flammability limits,22 and high-throughput screening studies linking material-level signatures to system level responses.23 Similarly, at the systems level, sensor fault detection using parameters regressed to circuit models,24 data-driven approaches that quantify probability of failure accounting for mean-time-between-failures,25 risk assessment through Failure Mode Effects Analysis or similar methods,26-29 cloud-based fault diagnostics tools,30,31 and regression of trends from databanks that span different cell-formats and chemistries,32 have been investigated. Some of the key challenges in predicting the onset of TR include extremely low frequency of its occurrence in the field; lack of a consistent definition33 for “Thermal Runaway,” resulting in mismatch between lab-scale test results and field events; wide variability in test results; limited set of relevant experimental results to validate and parameterize the models; and significant budget increases for testing with growth in the size and complexity of battery test articles. As a result, pattern identification methods such as machine learning34 or big data analysis35 have access to limited size training data sets (e.g., cycle-aging or calendaring degradation data collected over several months and safety data collected over a longer time) to yield sufficient confidence in the results. On the other hand, even after carefully controlling for test-setup and operator variability, the outcome of mechanical abuse test results (e.g., a nail penetration test) are not always deterministic.36 In such instances, analyzing the sensitivity of system-level test results to specific design parameters37 has been demonstrated to be useful. The confidence-intervals for the parameters obtained from such experiments can subsequently be used as input to mathematical models and to build safety-maps that show the interplay of probabilities-for-failure derived from each parameter (Fig. 2).38,39

Another notable gap in employing simulations to understand battery safety is the absence of an “integrated approach” to help understand experimental characterization performed at different scales. For instance, there are independent experimental measurements correlating differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results at the component-level with accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC) at the cell level.38,39 Similarly, mathematical models that study the effect
of varying the spacing between cells have been developed. However, mathematical models that combine the DSC and ARC results together with other heat-transfer experiments to determine optimal spacing between cells in a module or designing vent paths for battery packs have not been explored. In analogy, stability of different transition metal oxides and associated oxygen release have been studied separately, using mathematical models and in experiments. Combining these results with a CFD model at the cell-scale or higher will enable concurrent evaluation of materials limitations alongside engineering constraints.

**Discussion**

Lithium-ion battery management parameters include electrical energy, electrical power and thermal energy. Most battery management systems (BMS) manages the electrical power and energy through voltage and current sensors, and not through resistance or impedance of the anode, cathode and the electrolyte. Thermal management in most BMS is through thermocouples, thermistors and similar sensors mounted outside the cells. Here we discuss current ongoing efforts in thermal management of Li-ion batteries including sensors and methods for direct measurement of the cell’s internal temperature ($T_{int}$).

**Thermal management in Li-ion systems.**—Thermal management is important for Li-ion systems since the stability of the high-energy density electrodes depends closely on the local temperature within the cell and its effects on the volatile organic solvents in the electrolyte. Some solvents have a boiling point as low as 90 °C and increases in $T_{int}$ above 90 °C would boil off the solvent, increase the cell’s internal pressure, and force the solvent to vent. Therefore, preventing excessive rise in $T_{int}$ should help preserve cell integrity.

Several authors have conducted detailed studies on mathematical modeling or performed measurements to address thermal issues in small and large battery packs. Several of these studies highlight the implications of poor thermal management on the normal operation and lifetime of these batteries, as well as on safety aspects. We recently reported that for approximately every 13 °C increase in operating temperature, the lifespan of the battery is roughly reduced by 50%. There have been similar reports on decreased performance under cold operating conditions. These changes in lifespan are accompanied by increases in cell internal resistance. Coupled with the loss in cycling efficiency and power-generating ability, excessive heat generation under increased internal resistance accentuates safety concerns. These unsafe thermal situations are currently addressed by “management blocks” consisting of heating loops and cooling loops, and a “regulating” section that attempt to keep the battery surface temperature within a preset temperatures range. A description of integration between a battery management system and a thermal management block is provided elsewhere. The thermal management unit inputs ambient and battery temperatures into smart controls that initiates cooling or heating during normal operation or sends emergency signal to ECU when abnormal fluctuations in temperatures are identified. The thermal management hardware, at a minimum, consists of fans and heaters. Several studies have explored more complex heating and cooling approaches that improve the overall coefficient of performance for the thermal management system. Others have favored simplicity of the hardware.

From a safety perspective, isolation (mechanical, thermal as well as electrical) between sub-units (cell-bricks or modules) and access to a thermal sink are key criteria used in battery-pack design. Avoiding leaks in liquid cooled systems, and arc-flash hazards in high-voltage units have been routinely addressed in several safety standards. Almost all electric vehicle battery packs have dedicated vent ports to channel the gaseous effluents following a cell-venting event along preferred pathways, away from propagating to adjacent cells. Some battery modules include a phase-change material either in packaging or as part of the cell component. A key to successful mitigation of excessive temperature rise is the ability to dissipate the heats away from the cells.

Thermal management technologies are some examples of ongoing efforts that attempt to ensure thermal safety in Li-ion batteries. Despite these concerted efforts, Li-ion batteries continue to experience TR, TR propagation and deflagration. Some of the continuing safety issues with Li-ion batteries can be traced back to the evolution of BMS employed initially in aqueous battery management.

**Battery management system types.**—Within the constraints of limited existing databases, increasing demand and production, sufficiently advanced BMS for ensuring thermal safety and electrical efficiency must be built around every Li-ion battery. Due to their limitations, BMS designs and concepts based on previously-developed battery types do not improve the safety of current Li-ion batteries, and for some designs could even be reducing safety.
Case (i) and surface-mounted temperature sensors. Deficiencies in BMS designs applied to current Li-ion technology can be traced back to designs for batteries containing nonflammable components, e.g., aqueous electrolytes. Most aqueous electrolyte rechargeable battery systems do not require specialized BMS. Charge-discharge management of rechargeable aqueous Ni-battery technologies such as nickel-cadmium (NiCd), nickel-hydrogen (NiH2) and nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) cells is necessary to maximize performance while minimizing life-degradation. To meet these requirements, charge control systems for aqueous Ni-batteries typically monitored battery temperature, voltage and current to estimate battery state-of-charge (SoC). More commonly, amp-hour integration was used to support recharge ratio charge control methods in high-reliability aerospace NiCd and NiH2 battery applications. Pressure-based charge control methods were unique to NiH2 batteries due to the characteristic quasi-linear change in H2 pressure with SoC during charge-discharge cycling. In NiMH and NiCd batteries overcharging can generate hydrogen and oxygen gases, therefore voltage and temperature readings were used to limit overcharging; some degree of low-rate overcharge was typically used for NiCd and NiH2 batteries to reduce self-discharge and prevent drop in SoC with cycling. The thermal control system in those batteries was a resettable thermal fuse invented in 1939, positive or negative thermal coefficient, PTC- or NTC-fuse, in today’s terminology, located in the positive and negative leg of the series string of cells. Some control systems in NiMH and NiCd batteries had thermostors in specific locations to stop charge or discharge when the battery experienced sudden increases in temperature due to internal faults. Voltage limits were adjusted during charging to facilitate cell-level dissipation to battery thermal control surfaces, in order to minimize thermal stress and improve battery life. The success of temperature-compensated voltage charge control methods used in NiCd batteries was adopted by NiH2 batteries for applications such as the NASA Hubble Space Telescope and International Space Station.

In another aqueous system example, lead acid batteries can fail due to self-discharge and electrolysis of the acid leading to hydrogen gas generation. Hence, BMS (more accurately: control system incorporated in the charger and not the battery) in lead acid batteries are designed to maintain the voltage at a prescribed level during the standby periods, and to maintain “float charge” to prevent battery self-discharge, “dry-out” failures and internal shorts. The problems found in aqueous batteries (such as lead-acid, NiCd, or NiMH) were far different from Li-ion batteries, therefore requiring a different set of design solutions needed for their control systems. The aqueous systems were not designed with dedicated BMS internal to every cell in a battery; the above-mentioned controls were incorporated in individual components as controls within the battery charger. Adapting such controllers as BMS for Li-ion batteries has been insufficient to solve the more complex problems found in these batteries. Yet, modern BMS for Li-ion batteries continue to rely only on sensors for battery voltage (and cell voltage in a few cases) and surface-mounted temperature sensors. Even as the modern-day BMS use advanced mathematical models to predict internal states of cell, several authors emphasize the need to modernize BMS sensors, use of improved impedance-based sensors, and internal temperature sensors.

Root causes of thermal runaway in Li-ion batteries.—The inherent instability of the Li-ion battery system can be traced to the complexity in the components that constitute each Li-ion cell. At 200 Wh kg⁻¹, a Li-ion cell’s energy density by weight is approximately one-quarter of that for gunpowder or one-tenth for dynamite; however, only Li-ion cells are capable of releasing energy at controlled rates, including start-and-stop on command, as required by the user. In Li-ion cells, tens of individual components work in concert to store a large amount of energy in the smallest possible mass and volume and deliver energy over a range of desired rates. Even though the physicochemical properties of those individual components are fairly well cataloged, their combined behavior is not. Catastrophic failure in Li-ion batteries can be induced as a result of electrical, mechanical and thermal abuse conditions. Historically, these three types of abuse have been detrimental to the safety of all battery types, including classical aqueous ones. In general, a battery must not be over-charged and over-discharged, subjected to extreme compression, vibration or shock, or heat. Most Li-ion batteries manufactured today are designed with protections against those three types of abuse conditions. Despite engineering designs that protect them from extreme mechanical, electrical and thermal abuse, Li-ion batteries can still experience TR and deflagration, indicating that multiple factors need to be considered to improve battery safety. For example, inadvertent inclusion of foreign or native object debris (FOD or NOD) as well as manufacturing defects can contribute to creating cell internal short pathways. Although implementation of sophisticated quality control methods and cell screening protocols have been successfully implemented to control FOD, NOD, and manufacturing defects, undetected latent defects may contribute to a cell internal short hazards. Nevertheless, TR resulting from cell internal shorting continues to occur, therefore quality control and cell screening, though essential, is not sufficient to prevent TR. Dendrite growth during charge-discharge in a Li-ion cell and cell component ageing at different rates can lead to TR as well. While there is paucity of data on the association between failure in an individual cell component and cell failure, premature cell failure commonly results in battery failure.

Implementing thermal safety from design to disposal.—Steps to ensure thermal safety start with battery design, extend into its entire operational life, and end only when the battery is safely disposed. From design to disposal, improved Li-ion battery safety can be implemented in four major practical steps broadly indicated as follows. Step 1 in designing a safe battery starts with screening, selecting and matching cells to be used in manufacturing the battery. Step 2 is to ensure operation of every cell in the battery within preset limits of voltage and temperature. Step 3 is to predict and prevent TR in an individual cell within the battery. The final step, Step 4 is to prevent cell-to-cell propagation of TR, even if one cell in the battery experiences TR. Details associated with the practical realization of each of these four safety steps are far more important in manufacturing of Li-ion batteries than in aqueous batteries. For aqueous batteries, the last two steps are not even applicable. In aqueous batteries, improper procedures associated with the first two steps do not result in fire, while in Li-ion batteries, they may cause TR and fires. Implementing the first two steps in Li-ion battery manufacturing requires a level of rigor not found in today’s screening and matching practices, and failure resulting from poor implementation is far less forgiving than in aqueous batteries.

Matching individual cells in a battery.—The best practice in screening and matching aqueous-based battery cells includes identifying cells with same nameplate (product batch) information and matching them based on test data for cell voltage and Ah capacity through charge-discharge cycling. Obviously, matching cells based on nameplate information and test data is a best practice for both aqueous and Li-ion batteries. However, voltage and amp-hour capacity matching do not guarantee that Li-ion cells are matched at the level of their internal components, namely electrolyte, anode and cathode. Problems that might arise from not matching the cells at a component level are illustrated through a common practice known as cathode-limited or anode-limited cell design. For example, a cathode-limited cell is designed with excess anode material, so that when a cell is fully discharged, only the cathode is completely consumed, leaving some unreacted electroactive material at the anode, preventing unintended oxidation of the current collector at the anode. By extension, if the electrolyte resistance (R_e)
for each cell is not matched between the cells, then during charge and discharge, the cell with the highest $R_s$ would experience an increased internal voltage drop and reach the preset voltage limits sooner than the rest of the cells. In a battery with dissimilar $R_s$ in multiple cells, all those cells will experience dissimilar depth-of-discharge (DOD), therefore inducing dissimilar cycle life ageing. More detrimental than not matching $R_s$ of individual cells is not matching their individual cell anode impedance ($Z_a$) and cathode impedance ($Z_c$). When current passes through a cell, the temperature inside a cell is not uniform, but differs for each component, because the respective $R_s$, $Z_a$ and $Z_c$ are different. If cells are not matched individually for $R_s$, $Z_a$ and $Z_c$, then there will be a difference in the temperatures of the mismatched components. For example, if a specific cell is not matched for $Z_c$, with the rest, that cell will be subjected to a different anode temperature during charge-discharge, potentially resulting in that cell’s anode ageing at different rates from the rest of the cells. Over multiple charge-discharge cycles that anode may fail prematurely and that could lead to TR. In turn, premature cell failure commonly results in battery failure. We have argued that internal temperature monitoring is a viable path to identify thermally malfunctioning cells within a battery. Managing cell-to-cell temperature balancing in electric vehicles is also discussed. The practice of maintaining isothermal conditions varies between industries. For example, requirements to control temperature gradients within 2 °C–5 °C is common for space qualified Li-ion battery applications.

The current flowing through the battery would cause similar changes in the concentration of the active materials at the anode and the cathode through most cells, only the cell with mismatched $Z_c$ or $Z_a$ could be forced into over-discharge or over-charge at the anode or the cathode. In aqueous batteries, if a cell in series is over-discharged, then the resulting voltage reversal will increase the internal resistance of that cell and the battery will stop functioning. In Li-ion batteries, voltage reversal can subsequently lead to a catastrophic failure leading to TR, TR propagation, fire and deflagration. For example, Li-ion cell over-discharge may lead to the dissolution of copper (from the anode current collector) which deposits as copper metal on the cathode, anode and separator during subsequent charging. Continuous over-discharge and charge cycling leads to plating of copper metal on graphite, which blocks lithium from intercalating into graphite and lithium metal deposition on top of the copper layer. Lithium metal deposits as dendrites, following laws of “diffusion limited aggregation.” Dendritic deposits can form sharp, strong and needle-like structures, capable of piercing through polymer separators. Inside Li-ion cells, dendritic lithium metal deposits create electrical short circuit pathways between the anode and cathode, leading to rapid onset of TR. Therefore, the practice of matching cells for voltage and Ah capacity adequate for aqueous batteries is necessary but not sufficient for Li-ion batteries. The goal of successful Li-ion cell matching is to ensure uniform DOD, aid uniform aging, prevent cell polarity reversal, overheating, etc.; therefore, matching should also include monitoring of $Z_c$, $Z_a$ and $R_s$ values for individual cells.

In a Li-ion cell, the impedance of each of its components, namely, $Z_c$, $Z_a$ and $R_s$ is uniquely dependent on frequency (frequency range). Therefore, cell impedance matching only at 1 kHz cannot successfully match every component of every cell. More importantly, since the frequency that corresponds to every component is uniquely dependent on each cell model, measuring impedance at 1 kHz cannot accurately map $Z_c$, $Z_a$ or $R_s$ in every cell model. In order to improve thermal safety, every Li-ion cell in a battery should be matched for $Z_c$, $Z_a$ and $R_s$ at different frequencies, in addition to cell voltage, Ah-capacity, make, model, date of manufacturing and lot number as stated in Ref. 70. In a battery containing cells with matched impedance components $Z_c$, $Z_a$ and $R_s$ (in addition to cell capacity), the cells tend to age uniformly, reducing the probability of an individual cell ageing prematurely (see Fig. 4 and 6 in Ref. 54).

**Monitoring of cell internal temperature, voltage, state-of-charge and state-of-health during charging and discharging.**—The second step in safety design is ensuring that every cell in the battery is operated within preset limits of voltage and temperature. This step is commonly implemented through BMS, initially developed for cell monitoring and control in aqueous batteries. In aqueous batteries, temperature monitoring was not necessitated by the possibility of TR, but to prevent the electrolyte from freezing or evaporating. In those situations, monitoring the temperature of the battery’s environment was considered adequate, therefore, placement of one or two thermal sensors per battery on the inner- and outer-wall of the battery became a common practice. Unlike aqueous batteries, thermal management in Li-ion cells requires one thermal sensor per cell. That thermal sensor would be capable of measuring or estimating the internal temperature ($T_{int}$) of each cell. There are multiple reasons to monitor $T_{int}$ of every cell. TR can be caused by rising temperature inside the cell. At temperatures as low as 85 °C, the solid-electrolyte-interface (SEI) layer starts breaking down, generating exothermic reactions between the graphitic carbon anode and the carbonate esters in the electrolyte. If the temperature is increased further, the organic esters would convert to vapor, and the increased pressure inside the cell will be sufficient to cause venting. When the cell vents, it will disperse flammable organic solvents throughout the battery compartment and deposit them on the surface of adjacent cells. From the breakdown of the SEI to venting, each process is detrimental to battery safety. Most serious are the consequence of $T_{int}$ increasing above 155 °C, when cascading irreversible exothermic reactions proceed inside the cell, i.e. TR.

Every reaction leading to TR is associated with a rise in the cell’s internal temperature. Therefore, monitoring $T_{int}$ is the most efficient way to conduct battery management and improve battery safety. Until a decade ago, technology to directly measure $T_{int}$ in Li-ion cells was not developed. In 2011, Srinivasan et al. first demonstrated a technique to monitor $T_{int}$ in Li-ion cells at rest; subsequent research extended the technique to monitor $T_{int}$ under dynamic conditions of charge and discharge, and more recently in multiple cells present in series-parallel combinations in batteries.

This technique is non-invasive, does not require additional wiring other than the pairs already used in cell-voltage monitoring, and its implementation in BMS is straightforward. Diverse aspects of the impedance-based sensor for $T_{int}$ monitoring and thermal management have been discussed in detail by several authors. SoC estimation during charging and discharging remains most challenging when analyzing the internal state of a Li-ion cell. Coulomb counting is perhaps the best available approximation to SoC estimation, which is limited by reduction in charge storage capacity (Ah-capacity) of a cell with cycle life and calendar life. An accurate tracking of SoC requires periodic recalibration of capacity loss with time. Impedance techniques for SoC monitoring are virtually ineffective: a cell’s impedance is far more sensitive to its internal characteristics are manufacturer dependent. Aside from the need for intensive computation capabilities, to be accurate, these models require data input from multiple sensors per cell. Furthermore, thermal inertia causes a delay in heat transfer from a cell interior to its exterior, therefore, external sensors never provide real-time $T_{int}$ data. Ideally, a safety-centric BMS should employ sensors that directly measure $T_{int}$.

SoC monitoring during charging and discharging remains most challenging when analyzing the internal state of a Li-ion cell. Coulomb counting is perhaps the best available approximation to SoC estimation, which is limited by reduction in charge storage capacity (Ah-capacity) of a cell with cycle life and calendar life. An accurate tracking of SoC requires periodic recalibration of capacity loss with time. Impedance techniques for SoC monitoring are virtually ineffective: a cell’s impedance is far more sensitive to its internal temperature, $T_{int}$ than SoC. SoC estimation through cell-voltage ($E_{cv}$) measurements is limited by the slow diffusion of lithium cations (Li$^+$) as they lithiate and delithiate the anode and cathode, respectively. The diffusion rate-dependency of $E_{cv}$ is further complicated by the temperature dependence of $E_{cv}$ on the entropy of intercalation of Li$^+$ and the temporal changes in $T_{int}$ during charging and discharging. Therefore, measuring $E_{cv}$ has remained far from a reliable technique to monitor SoC. State-of-health (SoH) monitoring of Li-ion cells under dynamic conditions is
as challenging as SoC monitoring. The use of impedance to monitor SoH is complicated due to changes in Li\textsuperscript+ concentration of the electrolyte during charging and discharging.\textsuperscript{54}

There is a gap between BMS systems currently deployed for SoC and SoH monitoring and the understanding of complex physico-chemical processes during charging and discharging of Li-ion cells. Novel BMS designs that account for these processes are required to improve the thermal safety in Li-ion batteries.

**Cell venting prior to TR.**—The third step in safety-centric BMS design is related to predicting or preventing individual cell venting. The prevailing opinion is that with increasing \( T_{\text{int}} \) a cell vents only when it ejects energetic materials during TR.\textsuperscript{55} In fact, a cell can initially vent before it experiences TR in a process termed pre-TR venting that deposits combustible organic material on other cells inside the battery compartment.\textsuperscript{55} Subsequently, the cell vents again during the actual TR igniting the solvents deposited following the first venting, initiating TR in additional cells. Therefore, combustion inside a battery occurs only during TR at multiple battery locations, i.e. cell-to-cell TR propagation is taking place. Neither of the BMS currently in use can prevent TR or cell-to-cell TR propagation.

In a recent study,\textsuperscript{55} the temporal profiles of the processes during cell venting upon heating were recorded by an array of instruments, including online Fourier transform infrared and hyperspectral imaging techniques. Preceding the actual TR event, the cell ejected gaseous alkyl carbonate esters at about 100 °C in a “pre-TR vent.” Minutes later, TR occurred, and the cell vented gaseous CO, CO\textsubscript{2}, HF, and oxides of cobalt, manganese and lithium, along with solid nickel oxide. Organic solvents were not detected in the TR ejecta. The temperature of the TR ejecta was initially at 1500 °C, and dropped to 600 °C in about 50 ms. Off-line chemical analysis by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry of the vented gases, and gravimetry of the pre-TR vented matter provided additional information on the reactions during pre-TR venting and TR propagation.\textsuperscript{55}

Pre-TR cell venting disperses flammable organic solvents inside the battery housing. In fact, the thermal energy of the ejecta during TR is less than the energy of pre-TR ejecta that can be released when they are burning.\textsuperscript{55} The flammable solvents released as gases during pre-TR venting are deposited as a liquid on top of adjacent cells. When they combust, they burn not at the cell that vented it, but on top of adjacent cells in the battery. Combustion of the pre-TR ejecta can be initiated by an arc, spark or hot-spot and supported by oxidizers ejected during the TR. Thus, TR propagation does not occur at the time of pre-TR venting, because the required spark and oxidizers become available only during TR. Fernandes et al. also demonstrated that overheating of a Li-ion cell initiated pre-TR venting.\textsuperscript{59} Through in situ continuous analysis of the vented gases they recorded the time-dependent changes in the concentrations and constituents of the chemicals. Their test data also confirmed that the majority constituents of the pre-TR vent gas were flammable volatile solvents.

Resolving the temporal characteristics of pre-TR venting and venting during TR, and spatial differentiation between the locations of the combustion of the pre-TR- and TR-ventied materials are critical in designing a safety-centric BMS to prevent TR and cell-to-cell TR propagation. Most importantly, pre-TR venting occurs before TR reactions start, which means that if the increase in \( T_{\text{int}} \) is successfully stopped before the pre-TR venting, then the cell would not go into TR. We demonstrated recently that changes in cell impedance (\( Z_{\text{cell}} \)) can be measured tens of seconds before the pre-TR venting.\textsuperscript{59} Cell impedance values are dependent on the frequencies at which they are measured. For example, in LG HG2 and Samsung SDI-26F in 18650 cells, changes in impedance before the pre-TR venting are detectable at frequencies less than 10 Hz. In 18650 cells, impedance measured using a 1 kHz signal does not carry any information on the changes in \( Z_{\text{cell}} \) caused by structural changes inside the cell, especially at high temperatures (\( >85 ^\circ \text{C} \)). Surface-mounted temperature sensors may provide evidence to the actual pre-TR venting event, but carry little information on gas generation that occurs before the pre-TR venting. If a BMS monitors a cell’s internal impedance at a frequency less than 10 Hz, it should be able to predict and counteract pre-TR venting and TR. Currently, no commercial BMS preforms real-time monitoring of a cell’s internal impedance, therefore pre-TR venting cannot be predicted by such a BMS. Since generated gases do not exit the cell until after the pre-TR venting, gas sensors can only identify the event after gases have vented; that may be too late to counteract subsequent TR.

**Cell-to-cell TR propagation.**—The fourth step in providing thermal safety is preventing cell-to-cell propagation of TR, even if one cell in the battery undergoes TR. Some Li-ion batteries are designed to remove ejection quickly from the cell experiencing TR through vent channels, which should prevent propagation. A streamlined ejecta channel capable of removing the fast-moving energetic ejecta should prevent its impact on the rest of the cells inside the battery compartment. In fact, computational fluid dynamics and thermal modelling show that even a well-designed vent channel may not always prevent TR propagation.\textsuperscript{55}

With current commercial BMS not capable of counteracting cell TR, and vent channels unable to stop propagation, new and radical solutions are needed to prevent cell-to-cell thermal propagation, fire and deflagration. Until then, Li-ion battery designers and manufacturers should strive for cell matching based on anode, cathode and electrolyte impedance, internal cell temperature monitoring, and identifying and counteracting pre-TR venting that leads to flammable gas release.

**Towards an intelligent BMS.**—Fluctuations in power demands range from a few W in smart phones to kW in EV to hundreds of kW in power grids. Although there is no direct evidence that power fluctuations can cause battery failure, battery-induced power failures and fires are common among power grids and in EVs.\textsuperscript{8} Such failures and fires, and even unscheduled downtime caused by premature ageing in the battery cells, can be costly. Even BMS with advanced functionalities\textsuperscript{34} may not be sufficient to ensure cost-effective use of Li-ion batteries in EVs and power grids. To prevent power failures and to improve the cost of operations and maintenance, the BMS should be far “smarter” and capable to work in conjunction with “intelligent” power routing devices (iPROUD). That was a core goal of the 2012 Advanced Management and Protection of Energy Storage Devices (AMPE) program sponsored by the US Department of Energy.\textsuperscript{93} A decade later, such a goal still remains open.

A schematic of a BMS–iPROUD concept is shown in Fig. 3.\textsuperscript{94} In this example, the role of the iPROUD is to receive information not just from the BMS, but from the load as well as the power grid through two-way communication channels.

The goal of the iPROUD device is to regulate the rate at which the battery receives and stores energy from the grid, and the rate at which the battery supports the load. The BMS, with sensors for the internal state (voltage, temperature, impedance, etc.) of each cell, monitors and manages every cell in the battery, and inputs these data into the iPROUD. It uses the data to relate the internal state of every cell to the functional capabilities of the battery and combines the data with information it receives from the load to decide on the level of power-support available from the battery. It makes similar decisions on the grid-to-battery interactions. If the BMS detects an abnormal internal state for any cell in the battery, then the iPROUD will not allow charging the module with the abnormal cell until the cell’s state returns to normal. One example—“fast-charging” a battery while using the cell’s internal temperature to make charging decision—is shown in Fig. 4.

Fast battery charging is not only a matter of convenience in EVs, it can be essential in power grid applications as well. It is also an operational parameter that could increase the cell internal temperature, potentially accelerating ageing and driving it into TR and venting. Attempts to use surface temperature as a parameter to safeguard cells from venting are potentially misleading and thus
detrimental. The data in Fig. 4 is from one cell (5.3-Ah) in a battery being charged initially at nearly 2 C rate. The cell in this example is usually charged at 0.7 C rate, and it takes approximately 120 min to reach full charge after a complete discharge. The iPROUD in this example switched the current to zero when $T_{\text{int}}$ increased above 35 °C, allowing the cell’s interior to cool, and limited the charging rate to 0.7 C and 0.5 C at other times. The total time to completely charge the battery was still 95 min. In contrast, if the cell surface temperature was selected as a parameter and its limit set to 35 °C for switching off the current, then $T_{\text{int}}$ would have increased to a much higher value, leading at best to accelerated cell aging, and to TR at worst.

The example of using $T_{\text{int}}$ and cell voltage as control parameters by iPROUD could be extended by including the cell’s electrolyte and charge-transfer resistance, and coulombic capacity in order to improve battery management for higher safety, longevity, and efficiency in energy storage and power delivery.

Conclusions

Li-ion batteries are currently the most efficient energy-storing and power-delivering electrochemical system. They are also some of the most challenging systems to manage, especially from a thermal safety perspective. Market demands are driving Li-ion cell and battery manufacturing at an ever-increasing rate, with more equipment experiencing larger fires due to battery failure. To prevent fires, Li-ion batteries rely on a BMS. Most BMS designs for Li-ion batteries are fashioned after those used in the past in NiCd, NiMH, lead-acid and other aqueous batteries, where TR due to a vented, flammable electrolyte was not a risk. Yet, the mechanisms by which fires occur in Li-ion batteries are quite different, therefore BMS designs that were suitable for aqueous batteries are not applicable to predict evolving internal changes in Li-ion cells. Advanced technologies required for Li-ion-specific and safety-centric BMS designs are already available. Industry and users alike need to recognize these facts and adapt today’s sensor technologies and accumulated scientific knowledge to safely manage modern electrochemical systems such as Li-ion batteries.
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Figure 3. Schematic of an intelligent power routing device (iPROUD) working in tandem with a BMS to estimate the state of readiness of every cell in the battery and then make decisions on the battery’s capabilities to support fluctuating power demands and to receive energy from the grid.

Figure 4. A 25% charging time reduction is achieved while limiting cells’ internal temperature ($T_{\text{int}}$) and using it as one of the control parameters during charging. In the example shown, a 5.3 Ah cell is charged at faster than recommended rate while limiting $T_{\text{int}}$ to $<35$ °C and cell voltage to 4.2 V.
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